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THE TERROIR OF THE JURA MOUNTAINS
What would the Jura Mountains be without its gastronomy, its cheeses, its eateries that dot
the mountainsides or even its wineries and breweries? To take full advantage of the Jura
Mountains you should also take time to discover and sample the products that come from
this most generous of terroirs.

A beer made with the essential oils of pine
A new product from Aromacomtois in partnership with the Jurassic Brewery of Les Rousses.
This distinctive organic beer from the Jura Mountains will surprise you with its hoppy flavour
and a little touch of pine that provides its uniqueness. On sale in 33cl and 75cl bottles, at
present it is only available to buy direct from the brewery in Amancey in the Doubs.
https://aromacomtois.fr/

L’Anversis; a veritable mountain eatery in Lamoura
Sitting happily at the foot of the ski slopes of Lamoura, L’Anversis is an authentic mountain
eatery. Wood fire, thoughtful décor, cosy ambiance and, above all, authentic cuisine! Here
you can enjoy a truly natural cuisine that is centred on good bread, cheese and charcuterie
sourced from local producers.
A genuine highlight! https://lanversis.pagesperso-orange.fr/

A new chef at the Jiva Hill Resort
The Jiva Hill Resort enjoyed a makeover in 2019: new bedrooms, an outdoor pool and a
redesigned restaurant! This establishment located just a few kilometres from Geneva is a
veritable haven of peace. Last May, to mark its reopening, the restaurant welcomed a new
Chef: Jean-François Vasseur. Forged in the Michelin-star kitchens of the great hotels, here he
serves a menu that evolves with the changing seasons and the local harvest.
All the promise of a culinary adventure! https://www.jivahill.com/
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Combine sport and gastronomy: Snowshoes & Fondue
In winter, with snowshoes on your feet as night falls, head along the white trails of the Jura
Mountains by the light of your headlamps to reach this isolated chalet. After all this effort,
your reward is provided by a stove, some Comté cheese and a good fondue under the stars.
An original activity that warms the heart!
https://www.la-boite-a-montagne-jura.fr/hiver/randonn%C3%A9es-raquettes/fonduetrappeur/

In summer, it’s time to bring out the bike and head along the trails of the Jura Mountains and
its hundreds of kilometres of cycling routes that link cheese making sites and listed
establishments. Thanks to the “Vélo & Fromages” concept, visits to dairies, maturing cellars
and even farms can be enjoyed all along the existing bike trails. Discover the savoir-faire of
passionate artisans and all the diversity of the culinary heritage of the local area.
A great idea for gourmet cycling breaks!
https://www.cirkwi.com/fr/circuit/132566-doubs-cyclo-liaisons-douces-velo-fromages-vauxet-chantegrue
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